
ForceWinder Fury Kit and Throttle Body Cover Installation Instructions; Please read these instructions BEFORE installing your new
ForceWinder. *Use Blue Loctite on all mounting hardware.

ForceWinder always recommends that a Professional Lic. Motorcycle Mechanic do any and all installations to a motorcycle. ForceWinder and all is companies
will not be liable as this is an aftermarket performance product. After install its best to tune the bike for optimum performance.

Stock Air Cleaner Removal Instructions:

1. Properly support your motorcycle so it doesn’t fall over.
2. Remove the four cover screws, the cover, and filter.
3. Remove the four Phillips head screws holding the air cleaner housing to the air cleaner adapter and the one 6mm bolt at the

bottom of the housing and remove the housing. Save the 6mm bolt for use later.
4. Remove the two breather hoses from the air cleaner adapter. Using your thumbs, roll the throttle body rubber boot flange out of

the air cleaner adaptor, leaving throttle body rubber boot attached to the throttle body.

ForceWinder Air Intake & Bracket Installation Instructions:

1. Install and bolt onto frame the Throttle Body Cover. Be sure to REMOVE the OEM Rubber Bushing as this will push out the cover
and not allow correct fitting.

2. Take the ForceWinder Adapter Plate and position it to align with the “two” top areas on the cover that it will bolt onto.
3. Two rubber breather hoses – Use the supplied remote mini breathers and install one on each hose. Tuck in behind Adapter Plate.
4. At this point pass the rubber boot thru onto the Adapter Plate, make sure it’s pulled thru and you have a good seal.
5. Now proceed to use the two “1/4 20’s “supplied and bolt your Adapter Plate onto the Throttle Body Cover.
6. Slide your gasket onto the elbow and bolt the elbow onto the adapter, use the top right bolt first as it is the hardest to bolt on.

Follow and install other two bolts and snug up once done.
7. Now you can slip your clamp over the filter and install your filter.
8. Slide the pre filter sock over your filter and you are done.

Always ride with the pre filter sock on the filter as it keeps the filter extra clean and distributes the airflow more evenly. It will be easier for
you to remove the sock once per month to wash it instead of having to remove the entire filter etc. The ForceWinder Filter requires zero oil
and is made of a Fiber Media – we do not use cotton gauze.

Be certain to TEXT us a few pictures of your bike and
Installation @ 928-846-1677
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